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Theater Arts
student dies

Ho hum

KSJS program
director and ’Jazz
Court’ host perishes
during holiday break
By Christine Luis
Staff Writer

Robert Serna/ Spartan !hull
San Jose State University computer engineering major Dave Rusconi recovers from the Thanksgiving Holiday with a nap outside
Gl.irk Library

Slurs plague SJSU Tourette sufferer
Student diagnosed
with rare combination
learns how to educate
others around him
By Yvonne Ohuntubini-1 ’mess
St aft Writer
For many stiolents. the first
semester in college can be on
For
intimidating experience.
freshman N11(.11,11.1 Koos it can
/11511 Is horn I% mg
When leeees %vas eight .,ars
old he %,is diagnosed
ith

Tourette’s Syndrome
Disorder, or
Tourette’s
Tourette’s Syndrome as it is
commonly called, is a neurological disorder characterized by
repeated and involuntary body
movements, called tics, and
uncontrollable cc cal sounds.
Tourette’s is an inherited
disorder and symptoms usually appear before the age of Is.
It occurs in all ethnic, cultural
and socioeconomic groups.
Facial tics, such as rapid eye
blinking or twitching of the
mouth, are often the first indication of Tourette’s.
Involuntary sounds, such as
barking, sniffing or throat
clearing, may also be an initial
symptom.

Coprolalla
Coprolalia is the medical
term which defines one of the
most most frowned upon symptoms of Tourette’s the sudden outburst of obscenities,
profanities and other socially
inappropriate
phrases.
Phrases may include racial
slurs, references to sexual acts
and body parts.

whiatie. a neuro15. 111(11 IS C11111.11Clo:ocal
1,11/.4.41 Ic"th rapid, recurrent,
noevenients
IT, yew:eh/at ions \lost coin trim)
vhich can include
are racial
rapid blinking it the eyes or
twitches of t iii nuenth
sniall percentage of those
with ’Fourette’s s.\ ndronieilso
expericrice a st niptoni called
coprolalia.
Is characterized ley involuntary motor
tics and unceentrollalilt. vocal
outbursts The otithursts can
include profanities, obscenities
iind racial slurs
The words and phrases are
not necessarily a reflection of
the person’s thoughts or
beliefs. Many times it is the
urge to say something socially
devastating and fir the person
with coprolalia, the urge is
uncontrollable.
Only a small percentage of
people with Tourette’s also
have coprolalia.

Treatment
Medication is available, but
may not be necessary. When
symptoms interfere with functioning, medication can effectively improve attention span.
decrease impulsivity, hyperactivity, tics and obsessive-compulsive symptoms.
Relaxation techniques and
behavior therapy are often prescribed since stress and anxiety can contribute to more frequent tics or outbursts.
Most people with Tourette’s
Syndrome lead productive
lives and participate in all professions.
Increased public
understanding and tolerance
of Tourette’s symptoms are of
primary importance to people
with Touret Ws Syndrome.
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Koos is part of’
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that small per "I’ll say a lot of
Services office
cottage
different racial
explains
He
’I’ll say 1 lot
different slurs, profanities, about Teurette’s
of
and Ito. typical
racial slurs, pro
hellaviemr associolisceni obscenities, you
it
iited %vith
ties. you know,
that people don t know that people Literature ;Ind
videos are avid %vant ti heiir.- don’t want to
01(11’ and Carter
Koos said "In
offers te answer
most cases its an hear "
questions
thing
any
ethnic
they may have
They come. up
Michael Koos,
"It has been
Oil’ ind say ’Why
effective se t’ar."
are vou calling
Tourette’s
syndrome
Carter said
"I
me this’. ;111(1
sufferer told students if
they get offendthey had any
ed."
The computer engineering questions or needed more miler
major said the, racial slurs. hir mat ion they could come back "
Threugheut his emelt- high
him. can be triggered just by
seeing someone it ;mother race. and high school years, teachers
"It’s an impulse to do some- would tell their students that
thing socially incorrect:* Koos Koos had Tourette’s and explain
Kcuoc. S11111 that
said. "I do my best to explain to Whit it %VW:
1/CC1111S0 of that intervention he
them
Most of them under
stand, hut seme people don’t didn’t have a lot cut conflict in
high schoed
want to understand "
"At c San iosto State ifs uhf
Bill Carter is the counselor
who handles any complaints terent liecause Inc trying to he
which might he reported more open about it Koos said
"I also am more nervous"
regarding Kiss ’ behavior
Because his Tourette’s
"It cre.ates problems in some
Instances,"
Carter
said, mere active when he is nervous,
-because no one knows about Kees said he has net iced ;in
his condition "
increase in his symptoms since
Dme situation arose when he started classes this tall Ile
two students told Carter they on -cuts his friends with helping
had heard Kiss utter i racial him to keep his spirits up
’Ifs really helped for me to
slur. After Carter explained
Tourettp’s inn1 its symptoms 1(1 have supportive. friends,- KOOS
the students, they seemed to said "I’ve made some really
good friends just this year, in
understimd
"They %Yeren’t insulted," my classes. They’ve been really
Carter said. "they just won- understimding
lii also gets up in front of his
dered."
As part elf his job, Carter con- classes and helps his teacher
tacts students who have com- explain Tourette’s and what the
plaints or concerns. He asks students can do about it. His
the studentisi to meet with him
See Tourette’s, page 4

San Jose State University
student Floyd Le Roy Dudley
died NOV. 27 of acute respiratory failure at his San Jose home.
Dudley, 42, was a well -liked,
active and talented student
who delved into both theater
and radio preduction. RadioTV-Film Professor Mike Adams
said.
"Everyone liked Fleyd He
was not very political. with factions. Everyone liked him."
Adams said.
Chairman of the Theater
Ruben
Department
Arts
Jenkins said the department is
in a state of grief
siiw many students crying
yesterday and today over his
death," Jenkins said
Dudley had Ilad 1011111T111,
health problems and they had
begun to worsen
Dudley bccame invelved
with KS-IS radio because of hi,
love of jazz and his gift ef having a great. resonating voice.
Adams said Ile was the pre,
gram director for KSJS, the. top
student position Ile also heist
eel a weekly program entitled
"Judge Fleyd Le Rey in the
Jazz Court.- Ile hi sted his last
program Nu e.. 22 in a wheel
chair.
"I heard that he didn’t leek
well and had a ti wel ;mould
,:11(1 "1 11Shis head.11’111..(1 III And his ,,piPC11 was
very slew
Dudley n.cent IN -tarred
SprIng 191)4; jaeductien
"Shake...pure Zapped" en 1,1111
trll travelled to Michigan
soon after%%ards to act in a
summer stock conljean%
iii

cit

Floyd Le Roy Dudley
1)irclley came to the campus
sc,:eral years ago. Many were
awire of his numerous health
prohlems. including diabetes
and heart problems. and his
bureaucratic difficulties in
receiving adequate health
insurance. Adams said
Yet despite his health.
I hielley beciernt a model student. the epitome of the new
theater art- major. Jenkins
said ferikins I i ..!1,1 1 )11d11 -v In an
.111:1
h.: was -a
’,mart with a
.:_rnat gaiN.
a good
gcnt I,. kind manner
actor. liea ilv involcv,1 with
.’t
ispect
t heater and
rad].
DinlbV IA as a tull-time student. re,.ently divorced lie
received a small stipend from
KSJS for his work as pr,,gram
director
Jenkins and other- vvere
saddened. hilt not surprised. to
c-il, Ill
learnit
hilt told me earlier t hat
the ehei iv cc, close.- Jenkins
said Dudley is sum it ,.d lit
bret her, Clit
KS-IS de.olaY
children.
in training. and
Fes -aura. s. and ...slam ra
Th,at,
Arts
Th,
Department is current It collecting mimes: ter savings
hends fcir Millie.", children

Aerobicthon to sweat
with the ’Seniors’
By Yvonne Ohuniuktmrrness
St.iti Vritei
.Seneirs
The
Sizzling
Aerobics Group, wiles’, .1% erage
member age is 77 t 1 ’Ir... V, ill
perferin during intermission ;it
the seventh imnual Aprobict hon
on Friday
"(tem voting students SI-1- 111.
1/1.111-11 11.1 of exercising milieu]
easly %%lien they see t he
Sizzling Seniors perform.- -aid
Aereelocthon Coordinator and
hiculty member (’arel Sullivan

is

"Another key reason is just for students to come out
and have fun and
reduce stress
before the finals
get started."
Carol Sullivan,
Aerobicthon Coordinator

()pen le student- !actin,.
friends ,enel tallith. the Iv,. -or
mini marathon aerobic la -a ill teatein set. p-polat I
Arca instructors
"Each instructor has a (litter
i:1 their
ent instruction st%
own,’ Sill It an said
The annual eent
ilesiened
to promote. exercise. and fit iii’’--,
av,areiless among student,
"Another kes reason is lust
tor students tee cente out and
lime fun ,ind reittici. stress
t
finals get slatted
Sidle% an said "Just slie,%% up in
%yeerkieut attire"
The tFc:1 admission price will
gel t I iii Ards the purchase it
equipment
SIIC11 ,1‘.. 1,11n
11111,. 11;11111 %%eights out surgi
cal tubing bands used tor rests
for the
tience. training
human performance depart
’nerd
retre,hments
Free
and
drinks will he at ailahle her participants
.ii you exercise you
always ha e tee replenish %our
fluids," Sullivan said
’Will
have Iironges arid bananas and
snacks to replenish their nutriit

tive Aerobiethon, page 4
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Tradition of shopping from home for holidays continues via Internet
nty living room
With the Internet you don’t
have to watch hours of insipid
salespeople trying to sell you
ugly earrings or fat old sports
stars hawking signed balls for
hundreds of dollars.
With the Internet the drill is
tit search and double click.
Music is at my fingertips
with t’DNow and books are lust
a CRI, away with amazon coin.

from a long line of men
Icome
who don’t have the house to
shop tor gins.
It started with my grandpa
and the Stars and Roebuck
Catalog and it trickled down to
my father with the Home
Shopping Ne,twork
It is now my time in the male
folklore of the Peterson family
to take hold of the tradition and
run with it
the
My saving grace:
Internet
My lap top has become my
guiding light to shopping from

Essentially

anything

is just a Yahoo
Is it safe?
When

you

irii

need

search away.

Who cares
give

your

credit

card number (user
the net you can
choose a secure doe
ument These (locomous are encrt pled
and guaranteed to
he sate Credit card
111-11I,
roar names

,,

riot going to get very
Inc I’ve been within
a hundred dollars of
flly limit for the last
two years. If they
can get to a hireign
country with the
111 1111f1 I hill p., more

purchase-

It

powet to them

Inter Het

told
alf.t;t,
’n 1._____
I
1111. n-n:1111(n 1A11), till .1. .__.. , ....._.
myself. that I would
insure a
%%mild
PETERSON
TRAVIS
,iis ’- ----------t...,. Mit lin I lit. ,tilre,4
tran,act iiin
-hop

phone

to

I’M flint wirried
Even it sonielilt does got illy

pi .01

Personally.

credit card mandrel

be or stir, is

I

throight

my

diurs

Win< Vnlity Ir1).1111 BM there
0.nil’i I it in Ilililin4 ,Iii,ppitiv events

that chatmed nrr

hte

When I was 11 years old, my
mom canal’ down with pneumonia. We were out of food so my
dad dropped my brother and I
off at the store. He handed us a
wad of money and told us to buy
whatever we wanted to eat for
dinner for the next few days.
Ile told us he would be back in
30 minutes.
We had ’(’win kit’s and Eggo’s
fiir three days straight. It was
beautiful. fie got what he wanted and we got cavities. The nonshopping seed had been
planted.

1 ’r

Editorial
over 160 countries convened
yestrrday.
in Kyoto, Japan, for an environmental

tag,

global warming and the dangers of emissions
types of fuels

to

Unfortunately,

Anameless boy, just 2 months old, was given
the New Jersey State Adoption agency in
1972.
His birth mother claimed she couldn’t take
financial responsibility for hint because she
already had five other
children to support. He
was placed in a foster
home for several weeks.

the meetings promise to demonstrate that the
attending nations, fiir the most part, are con
corned about global climactic change. hut inor(
about

concei lied

the

A

tongue-in-cheek

effects

shortterm

policy would have on their

InC01101111C

in

Success

axiom

economic

holds

that in the long run we are all dead, a forecast
which is more appropriate than usual vdurn
dealing with global warming.
Currently scientists can hanlly predict iill

engender, but research suggests that
minute changes in global temperature
ability of all regions of the world
file problem, of course. is that

II0

govern

ment wants to pay for the technology needed
to cut emissions, nor advocate using less enir
The United States must take a leadershIlt

role in cutting its own emissions if there is to
be any hope Mr an international agreement
Now the U.S. and its industrial peers niii-1
set an example for economic growth that can
proceed without mortgaging the envirrinment
As

industrial

the preeminent

the world’s emissions leader
to

take

the

of

hulk

that

and

nation

the U S. needs
responsibility

Industrial !cations also have the

1IltnillIS tO pnly

for development of new technologies, a luxurv
dev..loping countries often do not have as they
try to keep pace economically with their neigh
hors and catch up with industrial nations
This month’s

SIIIIIIIllt ill

Kyoto will not act ti

ally produce a vote or resolution. Instead thr
body hopes to formulate an international eon
s(nsnis on global warming The I’S. could take

role in shaping that consensus and
leaving a legacy of responsible growth

a dramatic

Without such U.S. enthusiasm the Kyoto SIIIII
nut may not be worth the fuel spent in sending
emissaries from around the world to Japan

thr stall ot
limn in [’nu 11,11%

1,,Ito.q erfittni(11 wry: ridniter, 1cm

the Ittoo it Drtnlv

ruin ,p(1111.I

Opinion page policies
F4,14, or,, encouraged to esprese theinselver on the Opintim
page wall a Letter to the Editor or Campus Vlevelitant
A Letter ro the MAW’ IA p 292.word response to on 194.11e r$r pewit of
the Spartan Doily
view that hos nppeared
essay on eurront ramp.. politVtierepnint
A
issues
sorttl
e al or
Solna:worts bpconat the property of the Spartan Daily and may he
edited for clarity, premolar, hhel and length

in
pa 450-word

Submiesinns mum
enntain the author’. name, addro., phone number, signature
and major.
Submissions only he put in the I Rttere to the Editor line to the
Spartan Doily Office in Dwight Bents! Hall Room 2011, eent by fait to
t4OS t 924.3237 or meiled to the Spartan Daily Opuutin Editor. Srhool
of Journalism and Man Commtalications, San low State llniverway,
One Washington Square. San in.., CA 96192.0149.
Editorial. are written by, and are the commun. of, the
Spartan Daily editor., not the ataft
Published (Tatiana and edvertwementn do not necessarily reflect the
sleeve of the Spartan flinty, the School of Journalism and Maas
CommitoolitionA or

Over -consumption stifles creativity
ago, in a nation not
Long
so far away, being frugal wasn’t a euphemism
for being cheap. As a meter of
fact it was a virtue.., something you were expected to be.
This nation used to be represented by the free-soaring
bald eagle, but over time it has
adopted a more fitting symbol:
the fattened hog dependent on
its master for sustenance.
Where is this mythical
land? Your living in it - the
good of USA.
Yep, that’s right. This land
is your land, this land is my land and all that.
Here comes the irony and pity of the United
States past and present. As a nation that once
held pride in the fact that we were a tribe of
free and free-thinking individuals, we have
now become slaves to cortsumption - over
consumption actually at the willingly spent.
price of individuality.
We are so far beyond practical consumption
of goods that we’ve become the product
bought, sold and traded by "Corporate
America" -- however clichØ the term may be.
As time has passed it seems we have lost
the ambition for individuality. But then Val()
you could just buy a soda or the right. pants for
that. In any case, this lack of holding individualism as a virtue has left us with a void the
size of the country we live in. And much like
those who substitute feelings and emotion
with drugs or food to fill a void, we are stuffing
the "great American empty" with everything
from electricity to underwear.
And if you haven’t figured this out for your
self, recycling is only a halfhearted sol it ion to
the problem of over consumption. Every wry
cled good was originally produced and eonsumed as new. With nothing being 100 percent recyclable, over consumption is never
remedied. It’s a start, but not a solution.
Not completely at fault for this dilemma.
the government has paved the way I.() the
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sorry state we are in. A serious
indicator of this is the fact that
the government (which in a perfect world would be us) is less
powerful than the corporations it
is supposed to be keeping in
check. Even in the way it measures Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) which acts as an indicator to the country’s economic wellover
being predisposes us to
consumption. In order to measure
how much is produced domestically, we measure how much is
purchased. So the incentive to
keep our country economically fit
sends out the message: BUY BUY, BUY.
Instead of filling the "void" and making the
corporate kings look good by pumping up
GDP, we should figure out how to live within
our MIMI’S and live realistic, meaningful lives.
To IwIp ourselves we need to see who this
abst r:wi enemy is, and where its power lies.
Much of that power comes from culture control Corporate ads tell us what beauty is,
what food is "goo(I," and essentially what is
right and wrong. A vivid example comes from
the marketing staff at Absolut Vodka. They
were sharp enough to know that artista are
the keepers of culture (smarter than those
running the Califbrnia school system anyway i. So, they commissioned popular contemperary artists to make stylistic renderings of
the popular Absolut advertisements and put
them on the back of every magazine known to
man. Pretty damn smooth. So damn smooth
I’ve been in homes and offices where fools
have hung the ads as art. Contrary to popular
belief, the corporate rattle drive to consumption can be stopped by us as individuals
solution to the problem Might be found
in folklore from hack when it was a good thing
to be cheap; a vampire can only come into your
horn., if it is inVii(Ki iii - I’ve consumed
0110,01 movies to know that..
James S. Gansalus is Production Editor of
the Spartan Daily.

he

class couple by a
social worker. This couple endured a year of
bureaucratic
red tape
while adopting him.
This baby was lucky ALLISON K. WRIGHT
tier -anise his early adoption spared him a future of
I raveling between multiple foster care homes.
The 2 -month -old baby boy was one of 100,000
children that are put up for adoption every year in
the United States. This baby was named Nathan
and I am the lucky sister who got to have hint for
a brother,
’(’I it’ adoption bill that was signed on Nov. 19th
by President Clinton will help adoptable children
find permanent homes more quickly.
There are 500,000 children in foster care of
wlieli approximately 300,000 are eligible for adopt it Ill They spend an average of three years in the
foster care system and as they grow older it is less
Ii kely they will ever be adopted.
l’he recently signed bill will allow children to be
placed with parents who have been thoroughly
checked by social workers faster.
Before this bill was passed, judges were encouraged to reunite foster children with parents who
had a history of neglect and abuse.
This bill will give children a protective shield
against biological parents who neglect, physically
or mentally abuse a child. Government will be
required to start a legal process ending abuse and
severing the abusive parents’ rights to till’ child.
I know this legislation will not eliminate child
abuse or give every needy child a II0111P. However,
it is an important step forward.
I wonder what it would’ve been like for my
Ii rother if he’d been placed in countless foster
II0IIIPS (111f1 to the unresponsiveness of the old adoption system.
I ant so glad he was (me of the few children that
broke out of the system. His presence in our family has enriched my life with both friendship and
Ii ve
The old system did not have funds to rehabilitate parents and it kept many children in abusive
situations due to the unfounded belief that it was
best fin- children to remain with their blood relatives.
dle

Allison K. %Wight is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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Emeritus professor writes further on technology initiative evils

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 + E-mail: SDAILYfrilimc.sisu edu
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During

global warming might

consequences
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Travis Peterson is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer.

Signing of adoption bill
protects rights of kids
in need of good homes

summit to focus largely on the threat of

from different

The final straw was when I
was cut down in Costco by one
of those flat-bed carts. You
know, those hideously low carts
that are too long for the grumpy
people in the overcrowded store
to be pushing. I didn’t see it
coming. It cut me down like a
tree. It was then I vowed never
to leave the house to shop during the holidays ever again.
And I haven’t been back
since.

nn y

.1
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
for the people of ..he State of
Calittirnia have enjoined us to teach
the young with honesty, honor and a
sc.nse of duty that they may graduate not as robotic. fodder for the private business interests of the State,

but rather as thinking individuals
fit to take part mt the democratic
government of a great Republic.
This, and this alone, is our
charge. This we intend to continue
to do, no matter what minor electronic inconveniences might yet
enchant the Chancellor.
Ed Laurie
Marketing Professor
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News

flit’ NOV I S is,-aie of the
Spartan Daily, a pm Hon of the
third sentence tit t he second
paragraph of Andy Ivlast’s letter to
the editor was omitted The sin
fences sbu.tiuld havf. read "I can only
hope that this is your jeurnalist’s
misguided assessment of the situation and not Mr Reid’s comment.
The 2f) counties of what we now
know as the Iteplibl IC of Ireland won

In

4

CORRECTIONS
their freedom by fighting British
forces, and not as a result of secular
conflict."
Wednesday’s issue of the
InSpartan Daily, a word was mistakenly
added
to
John

Wilhelmsson’s letter to the editor.
The sentence to which the word was
added should have read: "No student
under the age of 21 is allowed in the
Spartan Pub. Those students who do
use the Pub are not a bunch of alcoholics like your insert suggested."
The Spartan Daily Opinion Editor
regrets these errors.
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Heroin addiction consumes student’s life
Coroner’s Office showed that
deaths caused by heroin overdose have doubled. In 1995,
there were 62 reported deaths.
Heroin is a highly addictive drug derived from mot
In 1996, 63 deaths were reported and in 1997 there have been
prune. which is obtained twin the opium poppy
110 deaths. The ages of the
It
d downer- that
es the Indio -, pled -dire
deceased were largely concenBy Allison IC Wright
,ind interferes, with the brain’s, itiiiit to poi
trated in the mid-20s to early
Staff Writer
eiNd. p.m]
30s range. The youngest fatality
was an 18-year-old female and
"Julia" thought she was desthe oldest was a 40-year-old
Hewitt is a fast acting
lig. injected heroin reach
tined for success then at the
male.
of
22,
she
tried
heroin.
age
the Inain in 15 to 30 seconds: smoked heroin
John Carrillo, public inforThe former San Jose State
rI’d’ hes the hrdin
mation officer for the San Jose
University student with a bachThe high front heroin is experienced as intense plea
Police Department, said there is
elor’s degrer4 spent the next
sure Once a person begins 11’4111P, heroin, they quickly
a large number of heroin users
eight years homeless and comin San Jose. Exact figures were
develop el tolerance to the drug dnd need more to get
mitting crimes to pay for her
unavailable. Carrillo worked
habit.
sdme effects.
five years as an undercover
She would wake up every
police officer who posed as a
morning with sharp cramps in
13.tr
q,-.1111) For A Dr t
Free America
heroin user and dealer.
her stomach, her entire body
"Heroin users and dealers
shaking from withdrawal. If she people like Julia.
Stalcup said a couple from are a big cost on society,"
did not have enough money to
In 1995, Santa Clara County SJSU came into his office in
buy heroin she would prostitute hospitals treated 752 heroin March of 1996 for treatment Carrillo said. "Once they get
herself or rob stores for the overdoses, which is a 56.3 per- because they were smoking the addicted and have to inject $20
and $40 worth of heroin in their
money for the fix to soothe her cent increase from 1986. drug once or twice a week.
veins every day, they will combody from the pain of withdraw- Alameda County increased 76.6
"Unfortunately the couple is mit any crime possible so they
al.
percent from nine years ago.
now injecting the drug and have can get their fix."
"It is a street term known as
According to Stalcup, San dropped out of treatment
Carrillo said heroin addicts’
’hustling’ and you would just Francisco is the state’s "heroin- because they are in denial
meander around and see what use capital" because of the about their drug addiction," lives are completely altered
once they become addicted.
you could do for a quick and active smuggling linked to Stalcup said.
"They cannot work," he said.
easy 20 bucks," said Julia, who Latino, Asian and Russian
He said when someone is "Their entire (lives are) ruined
wishes to remain anonymous. immigrants.
using heroin they have a 50 per- and the only way they can get
"You would steal from anyone."
Statistics from the San cent chance of dying from the
"It is not easy for me to talk Francisco Coroner’s Office drug. In most cases it can take their fix is to commit fraud,
about because, bear in mind, I showed that heroin deaths dou- three to six years to become burglarize homes and they will
was a white, middle class bled in the past four years. In clean once heroin has been used take the necklace right off your
woman with a bachelor’s 1991-1992 there were 75 heroin on a regular basis, Stalcup said. neck because their bodies will
become sick if they don’t have a
degree," Julia said.
The demographics of heroin
deaths, 113 deaths in 1993Julia said when she did hero- 1994 and in 1994-1995 116 use have changed from a multi- fix."
Carrillo said heroin addicts
in she lost her morals, she was deaths were reported.
faceted array of addicts of will resort to violence if threatincapable of feeling love for
"I treat many students from mixed gender and ages. It has
anyone, she did not have a sex SJSU who tried the drug now honed into a majority of 60 ened with jail time.
"Some people think only peodrive, she stopped menstruat- because they heard it could give percent Caucasian between the
ing, she became constipated them a good high," Stalcup said, ages of 18 to 24, Stalcup said. ple on speed or PCP commit vioand she lost what it felt like to "I just talked to one of my Increased availability mixed lent crimes or resist, which is
not true because, when I was
be a human being.
patients from SJSU who said with the "grunge" underground
Alex Stalcup, who researched she needed the drug to relax music scene, he said, has con- undercover, heroin addicts
drug trends in California for 10 because she was taking a heavy tributed to the allure of trying tended to be more violent if they
felt they were going to be incaryears, said all Bay Area coun- course load and she ended up heroin.
cerated because they would be
ties have recorded increases of smoking the drug every day."
Statistics from the San Jose without a fix," Carrillo said.

In 1997, over 100
deaths in San Jose
have been linked to
the use of heroin

Did You Know?

Illustration by Cindy Wong/Spartan Daily

Marilyn Vassallo, SJSU
chemistry professor, said heroin
appears to be more powerful
than morphine because it travels to the brain faster. Vassallo
said once it is in the brain it
changes to morphine, stimulating certain sites of brain cells
called receptors. This process is
called biotransformation

Heroin sedates the users and
creates a euphoric state which
is a feeling of well being. It also
produces pain relief which is
why doctors will treat patients
with morphine when they have
chronic pain, such as the pain
associated with cancer treatment. Vassallo said.
See

Heroin, page

Concert benefits students
By Allison IC Wright
Staff Writer
All ticket proceeds from the
Scholarship
22nd
Annual
Concert to be held at the St.
Joseph Cathedral Dec. 5 and 6
at 8 p.m. will be donated to lowincome students enrolled in the
San Jose State University
School of Music and Dance.
Charlene Archibeque, SJSU
choral director, said the Music
Department anticipates 600
attendees at the concert which
is expected to raise over
$20,000 for scholarship funds.
Many of the students who need
the scholarships are key players or singers in the orchestra
of the choir.
"The students who need the
financial support might be a
section leader in the choir,"
Archibeque said. "We like to
give them the scholarships.
Without money we can’t give
them the financial assistance
they need to pursue their education."
Archibeque said she also
needs the funds to give grants
to students who are working as
leaders in choir, first chair conductors, stage managers and
many other jobs that help the
Music Department. She said
the Music Department needs
the money this year because
students have come to the

department asking for assistance so they can stay enrolled
at SJSU.
and
SJSU
Archibeque
Director of Orchestras Jun
Nakabayashi will direct the
four ensembles who will perform Shubert’s Mass in A Flat,
Rutter’s Gloria, Mendelssohn’s
Sacred Partsongs and Sus- s
Carols and Lullabies of the
The
chamber
Southwest.
choraliers choir has 30 singers
and has won six prizes at intercompetitions
in
national
Europe. The choraliers were
named Choir of the World when
they competed in Wales.
The Choraliers will perform
in the last half of the concert
singing Lullabies of the
Southwest in Spanish along
with a guitar and harp. The I ullabies are a popular set of
pieces that intertwines the
Hispanic culture into the music
and lyrics, Archibeque said.
Michelle Maelinger, SJSU
concert choir assistant condortor, will be performing for her
fourth time at the scholarship
concert, in the concert choir.
Maelinger said she has known
a lot of students who have needed the scholarship money so
they could pay for items they
need for performances such as
tuxedos, traveling expenses,
music and instruments.
Kevin Kopjak, SJSU concert

-

choir president and Choraliers
singer said, the concert will
affect him personally because
he will receive a scholarship for
his role as president of the
choir. Kopjak said he would not
be able to have a scholarship if
the department did not have
the concert.
"This will be my first time
performing for the scholarship
concert so I am very excited to
be able to perform in such a
great atmosphere," Kopjak said,
"It is great to know that there
are people out there who are
willing to support the Music
Department by attending the
concert."
Ticket prices for the concerts
this weekend are $50 for benefactor seating, $25 for preferred
seating, $15 for general seating
and $10 for seniors and SJSU
students, faculty or staff with
an ID.
There will also be a dress preview of the concert Dec. 3 at 7
p.m. The concert is at St. Joseph
Cathedral which is located at 90
N. Market Street in downtown
San .lose. Tickets for the dress
preview are $12 for preferred
seating $8 for general seating
and $6 per person for groups of
10 or more.
Tickets can he ordered over
the phone by calling (4081 924 4332.

We accept a variety of medical
and insurance vision plans
in Milpitas Square
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Rake and bake

Berryessa shooting
results in three dead
SAN JOSE (AP) - A housekeeping dispute
between two families sharing a house erupted
into violence on Wednesday, resulting in three
shooting deaths, police said.
One of the dead, a member of one family, is
believed to have killed the other two, a mother
and son belonging to the other family, police
spokesman John Carillo said. The suspected
killer then apparently shot himself.
A 911 call at about 9:30 a.m. brought officers
to a house in the Berryessa District. They found
a man shot in the upper torso lying on the sidewalk in front of the house.
The man, identified as 33-year-old Guillermo
Burguillos Jr., was pronounced dead by paramedics. After talking with Burguillos’ brother,
who had made the 911 call, police feared the
gunman might be holding Burguillos’ mother
hostage, Carillo said.
Police surrounded the house, evacuated nearby residents and called in hostage negotiators.
But after failing to make contact with anyone in

the house, officers went inside shortly after
noon.
There they found the body of Josefa
Burguillos and that of Emilio Angeles, who
police believe shot the members of the
Burguillos family, Carina said. Their ages were
not immediately available.
"The Angeles fancily lives in one part of the
house and Burguillos family in another portion.
Apparently they’ve 1(een having ongoing disputes with issues rc.ated to the maintenance of
their residence," ht. said
The Burguillos’ brother, who apparently
doesn’t live at the house, told officers he came
over to wash his car and that he and Angeles got
into an argument. The dispute escalated, and
Angeles allegedly shot Guillermo and then
Josefa Burguillos, Carillo said.
Investigators continued to interview the
brother, whose name was not immediately
released, Wednesday afternoon.

Heroin: Student finds new hope
Continued from page 1
Vassallo said there are a
number of paths leading to
;oldiction:
*They become addicted from
recreational use.
’,Users might experience
chronic pain and are using
heroin to medicate themselves.
’They could have psychological problems that have not been
diagnosed, such as schizophrenia, depression and manic
depression.
"I do hear that there is an
increased use of heroin amongst
student-age populations and I
certainly have seen people and
known people who are strung
out on heroin in my lifetime,"
said Wiggsy Sivertsen, director
of Counseling Services.
Sivertsen said if students
drug
problems,
have

"Heroin is a very
hard drug to recover from..."
Silvertsen,
Wig,gsy
director of Counseling

Services

Counseling S..rvices will ’I ye
them referrals to programs that
will help them try to quit using.
She said Counseling Services
doesn’t have programs such a
Narcotics Anonymous on campus because there isn’t enough
privacy in the campils environment.
"Heroin is a very hard drug
to recover from and often times
they need far more treatment
and care than we are able to

give them at the university,"
Sivertsen said.
Julia said treatment programs in the Bay Area are very
:iccessible if someone is ready to
live free of alcohol and drugs.
After spending eight years
addicted to heroin, Julia put
herself in a drug treatment program at the age of 30. She said
she’s been clean from drugs for
nine years. After her recovery
from heroin, Julia enrolled in
an SJSU master’s degree pro:.
gram that she hopes will lead
her to a career helping other
people recover from drug addiction
"I am looking forward to my
next educational endeavor
where I will either get my Ph.D.
or get my clinical license or I
might dive head first into education and develop special curriculums that will help people in
the recovery process," she said.

Shay IERvilly/ Spartan Daily
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Dance Team will also perform.
The Aerobicthon takes place at
the Spartan Complex Gym
( SPX -C 4413) from 4 to 6 p.m.
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Earn 3 Units for 3 Weeks
You can register for the following transferable
courses during our Winter Intersession:
Accounting
Communication
Economics
History
Political Science
Sociology

Jazzland Coffee Is Hiring I!
Apply now at any of our stores on campus for next
semester, or call 281-9997 for more info.
Work on campus

Business
Computer Info. Systems
English
Philosophy
Psychology
Speech

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 5 & END ,JANUARY 22.
Enroll Today! Call one of the phone numbers below or
visit our wehsite at www.sjeccd.ec.ca.us

SPRING SEMESTER BEGINS JANUARY 26.

Work set schedules (The ,,orne each week)
Part time (as little a; orie shift per week)
Excellent job experience for retail or managerial positions
Work with really cool people
Get the best coffee around for FREE ilil

Join the run!!

San Jose
City College

288-3700

EVCrgreen

Valley College

270-6441
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SJSU staff gets crafty
at Third Annual Artique

The Sundays
no white noise
By Travis Peterson
Staff Writer
Sundays’ new album
The
"Static and Silence" is
best listened to when the
listener is ready to fall asleep
and not while driving a truck
across the country
Recording its first album in
five years, the band borrows
heavily from Mazzy Star and
the Cranberries to create a 12song compendium of seemingly
Prozac-influenced music.
Following up the success of
its second album, "Blind," the
group has moved away from its
"the end is near" style of sound,
dabbling in funk and folk.
Best known for its remake of
the Stone’s classic "Wild
Horses," the band’s biggest
exposure came through a beer
commercial in which the song
was featured.
"Summertime," the first single, is anything but a beer commercial jingle. The band tries to
put a funk swing on an alternative sound but comes up short
from breaking the mold of its
previous albums.
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The band continues its funk
efforts on "Another Flavor" and
adds orchestral enhancements
onto "Folk Song" and "Cry."
The album’s lyrics are neither political nor confrontational. It is a "pop" album in every
sense of the word.
Most songs on the album are
a happy remembrance of things
gone by "Monochrome" is the
band’s recollection of the moon
landing, while "Leave This City’
is about, well, leaving a city.
About as politically incorrect
as The Sundays get is in the
song "So Much" with the lyrics:
"Dream and fantasize/ slave to
your desire/ you’ll buy anything/ curse and criticize."
It’s hard for a band that has
made a name for itself through
the soulful crooning of a female
singer to rid itself of the stereotype of depressed whiners.
Although not a bad album,
"Static and Silence" does not
match up to rival groups such
as 10,000 Maniacs or Goodness.
Harriet Wheeler is an emotional, clear singer, but her
sound too closely resembles the
sound of other average female-

By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer

The SUNDAYS
static & silence

Photo Courtesy of Geffen Records
fronted band’- such as Belly and
Berlin.
The album is not to put on
and intently listen to. This
album is one that is listened to
while reading or having a conversation with a friend. You’re
not going to find The Sundays
on tour with Metallica soon.
"Static and Silence" is an
album that will soon pass in to
the afterlife from lack of sup-

port by MTV and no catchy prepubescent Hanson choruses
that the 15-year-old audience
enjoys.
This is an album best
enjoyed with a good friend and
a glass of wine, and that’s something that will last longer than
the fame surrounding Hanson.

Today, 37 university staff
members will put away
their pencils and show
off their handcrafted wares in
the Third Annual Artique.
The Artique will feature
wares made by San Jose State
University staff members and
entertainment will be provided by staff and faculty.
"It’s a craft fair," said Ted
Santos, one of the people who
helped put together this year’s
event. "It represents the other
hats we wear. It’s to show the
other skills we have. There
will be needlework, sewing,
handmade jewelry"
Santos said the criteria for
the craft displays are that the
artist must be present at the
booth and must be a university staff or faculty member.
This is the first year the faculty has been invited to attend
Santos said, but because
preparations started late and
because the Artique is so close
to finals, the turnout of faculty
has been small.
Some displaying crafts at
tomorrow’s Artique are veterans from previous years.

Royal Crown Revue packs a jazzy wallop
By Belinda Antaya
Staff Writer
Royal Crown Revue’s latest
The
compact discs,"Mugzy’s Move" and
"Caught in the Act," drum to a
swingin’ beat.
The band incorporates a style of jazz
called "swing," with an explosive sound
that was called "bebop" in the 1940s and
1950s. Eddie Nichols on vocals, Mando
Dorame on tenor sax, James Achor on
guitar, Bill Ungerman on baritone sax,
Scott Steen on trumpet, Veikko Lepisto
on bass and Daniel Glass on drums and
percussion illuminate the swingin’ big
band sound. The band adds different elements of jazz to spark things up.

‘Flubber,
Elton John
top the lists

ALBUMS
1. "Reload," Metallica
(Elektra)
2. "Let’s Talk About Love,"
Celine Dion (550 Music)
Ground,"
"Higher
3.
Barbra Steisand (Columbia)
4. "Live," Erykah Badu
(Universal)
5. "Come On Over," Shania
Twain (Mercury)
(From Billboard rnaga zine)

some of the songs, and some of the styles
of jazz hit you like a brick wall. On
"Caught in the Act," for example, the
song "The Mooch," sounds as if the
rhythm’s altered because of the song’s
ragtime beat. Other songs such as "Who
Dat," just have a real mellow and
relaxed struttin’ groove.
As an added complement to the
music, Eddie Nichols’ smooth and seductive voice makes the music flow. His
voice is clean, deep and relaxed.
The lyrics are simplistic; they don’t
make a statement about the problems of
the world. Some
create colorful
images such as
the
song
on

A drinking person’s bar!
Where FrEttemities &
Sororities meet!
No drtag.s end8E8-trg

CINUAR
49 C. Son Fernand*
(comer of lad)

LONDON (AP)Elizabeth
Hurley accepted undisclosed
damages Wednesday stemming from a tabloid story
alleging that she would
make herself available to
any man who fancied her for
$20,100.
Headlined "Rent-A-Liz,
It’s A Bargain," the article
concluded with a "grossly
offensive"
comparison
between Hurley and Divine
Brown, the prostitute arrested with Hurley’s longtime
boyfriend, actor Hugh Grant.
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"Mugzy’s Move," "Datin’ With No
Dough:" "I’m fly and flash/ and my jive is
sweet pressed in pleat right to my feet/
but when it comes to cash I’m incomplete/ datin’ with no dough."
The music generates a lot of swift
rhythms with elements influenced by
the cornucopia of jazz styles. The only
hesitation is that some of the songs are
too predictable, which could lead to boredom. But they can still manage to make
listeners stand up, snap their fingers
and tap their feet.

Hurley not for sale

Wan give your organization a web identity,

FILMS
1. "Flubber," Disney
2. "Mien Resurrection,"
20th Century Fox
20th
"Anastasia,"
3.
Century Fox
4. "John Grisham’s The
Rainmaker," Paramount
5. "The Jackal," Universal
(From Exhibitor Relations
Co.)
SINGLES
1. ’Candle In the Wind
1997 Something About the
Way You Look Tonight,"
(Rocket)
John
Elton
(Platinum)
Me
Make
"You
2.
Wanna...," Usher (LaFace)
(Platinum)
3. "How Do I Live," Leann
Rimes (Curb) (Platinum)
LSG
"My Body,"
4.
(EastWest) (Gold)
5. "My Love is the
Shhhh!," Somethin’ for the
People (Warner Bros.) (Gold)

The first song on "Mugzy’s Move,"
"Hey Pachuco," explodes with a fast,
upbeat tempo. Some songs, such as
"Honey Child" and the classic "Beyond
The Sea," have a romantic connotation
and even a bit of Latin sound.
The problem is all the songs begin to
sound alike, even though the band combines styles of swing, ragtime blues,
bebop and "cool jazz."
On "Caught in the Act," a live CD, the
band adds elements of improvisation
that give its sound a good shake-up.
Somehow, the group needs to add that in
its studio recordings.
But both CDs were great for testing
your knowledge of the kinds of styles
they incorporate. Listen carefully to

Lloyds Thompson will be
back for her third year with
the Artique. Thompson makes
Ukrainian eggs (eggs that are
wax).
decorated
with
Thompson will also be making
the eggs at the exhibit, said
Karen Walker. a secretary
with the Aerospace Studies
Department who helped put
together this year’s Artique.
Walker used Thompson as
an example of why the Artique
is held.
"When you see people pushing paper and then you find
out they make Ukrainian eggs,
they become more human,"
she said.
Alice Standish, who works
in mail services and started
the Artique two years ago with
then -staff
member
Evet
Dixon, said it is a good way to
see staff members for the
other things they do.
"This is a way to get people
to see us as more than your
secretaries and professor,"
Standish said. "It gets students to see people as more
than they are."
The Artique will be held in
the Loma Prieta Room in the
Student Union from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

(All Ages)
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SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

is giving away free passes for you and a guest to see a special advance
screening of For Richer or Poorer, Wednesday, December 10
Stop by the Bookstore tomorrow after 8am for your chance to receive
a screening pass good for twol
(Passes are limited and on a first come first serve basis

FOR RICHER OR POORER OPENS NATIONWIDE DECEMBER 12"
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111
Thought dead, Ellen Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) is back in the fourth installment of the "Alien
military for the incubation of
the alien species. Of course, the
aliens escape and get out of control. The crew members of the
Auriga abandon ship, figuring
the aliens can’t be defeated.
Only the mercenaries, Ripley
and a few scientists remain
aboard. For the rest of the
movie, this motley crew tries to
escape the Auriga and get back
to their ship, the Betty, without
being captured by the aliens.
Adam: I was expecting a lot
from this movie. I have been a
big fan of the Alien movies for
years. I was intrigued by the
idea of cloning Ripley to bring
her back to life. Both the story
and premise were good ideas
For me, the movie MI short.
Yasko: I was curious about
how they would bring back
Ripley. After I found out how,
the rest was just as boring as I
expected. There wasn’t anything new except the smooth

S*P*A C E
(iv In mho fig(111,. It .tuutons I(illingion
Stilt Writers

Ripley ,Sigourney Weaver)
rises from the dead via cloning
in the fourth installment of the
initer space action series "Alien
Resurrection."
Weaver co-stars with Winona
Ryder, Ron Perlman and Brad
Woril. in the latest "Alien"
movie w,1,4 directed by ’JeanPierre ’boded
Thi. story. begins 200 \ ears
att,r
:i" ends Ripley 1.-ibaied from ONA,c hybrid of
And Ii
dun-.

t e prison p anet w ere s e
committed suicide.
The military brings Ripley
back to life in hopes of resurrecting the alien she carries.
Because of the hybrid DNA,
Ripley has some characteristics
of the alien: superhuman
strength, agility and speed; she
can also sense her alien counterparts. The alien takes on
characteristics of Ripley as well.
The movie takes place within
the confines of the military
space cr,ift Auriga A group of
mercenaries bring bodies to the

With new movie Bond has license to sell
HUSTON

James
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Bond is everyv, here There’s 0117
outrunning had guys ,in his
1.1N1W motorcycle. sipping a
I:mit-miff vodka martini slink
in, not stirred), making a call
’.11 his Ericsson cell phone
VI:hat about his new rnirivuiIt w,in’t be out for ;intillnr- two
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advertising ends mid the movie
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Ml; NI executive vice president Karen Sortito bristled at
the suggestion that the deal is
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In a SmirnofT magazine ad,
twists of lemon floating in a
martini spell out "007." The ads
highlight a long-standing penchant for vodka martinis that
goes back to Bond No. 1, Sean
Connery.
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Check this movie out if you
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The Bliph

movements of the aliens thanks
to computer graphic technology.
The aliens weren’t scary they
were just plain gross.
k I was a little turned off by
all the alien goop, too. What
really upset me were the characters. They were too happy-golucky. It never felt as if they
were in a lifi-or-death situation. The problem was with the
screenwriter not the actors. The
dialogue was poorly written and
verges on comedy. This the
Alien series give me action!
Y: I was disappointed with
the Jeunet. This is his third
movie and his first American
one. His last him "The City o
lost Children" was excellent.
Hollywood seems to have stifled
his unique sensibility, which is
only apparent in a few scenes.
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CIA SSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
them any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid athrortisIng
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
TUMBUNG/PAYMT. ED TEACHERS
Need a job with a positive working
environment? Join the YMCA! P/T.
afternoons, Teaching 3-8 year olds.
Contact Debi 226-9627x 26 EOE
WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
Perfect Job for a Morning Person!
Start Spring Semester 1998.
START 0 $7.00/HOUR.
Work 7am to 9am on school days
delivering The Spartan Daily to
stands on campus and recycling
any papers from the previous day.
MIST BE: Dependable *Energetic
.Able to lift bundles of newspapers.
Have CDL & clean DMV printout
APPLY: The Spartan Daily.
Dwight Bentel Hall. Rm 203 or209.
Now through Dec.9 th.
AIDE FOR DISABLED 37 year
old in his pleasant PA home.
Personal care, some free time.
Sundays
1 night. $11/hour.
1 650 568 1225.
HOLIDAY CUSTOMER SERVICE
& Sales. Promote new services at
Pavilion & Downtown Ice Rink.
Salary + great bonus. One block
from SJSU. Flex hours. 286-2076.
NOW IS THE TIME TO MD A JOB
for the Holidays and the New
Year. Teleservices Bureau needs
outgoing personalities with great
voices for nationwide projects.
Flex hours. Performing Arts.
Music, and Sales/Marketing
majors are encouraged to apply.
Call Maria ASAP. 360 1370 to
see if you qualify.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN! Are
you 17 24? Want to make a
difference in San Jose/Silicon
Valley while earning S. a $2500
post service award for college or
loan repayment. Call City Year @
(408) 294 3041 ext. 222.
OFFICE ASSISTANT - PT:
San Jose contract design firm
seeks a responsible & organized
office assistant. Duties include
handling incoming calls, administrative activities and assisting
design staff. Fax resume to
408/441 2129.
STAFF NEEDED for a Recreational/
Educational Middle School Youth
Program Mon. Thur. from 2 5.
408 2874171) ext. 256.
STANFORD UM’VEFEVY BOOKSTORE
11,t, seseral joh opportunities. We
arI’ carrently looking for Book
sellers. r.ustomer Service Rep.
Production Asst., Cafe Sales
Asst . Cashiers, Booksellers arid
Sales Associates. There are
full lime and part time positions
ayaaahle We offer a superior
hioielas pam 1,age for full time
employees. which includes 3
pall1 Val ation, all major
hohlays. comprehensive medical,
dental. vision & retirement
saviogs pies Connie on in. fill out
an aopliration. Of fax resume to
650 321 1936. If you have any
questions. please call Katherine
orComeinHmanResomesal
6r.0 129 1217.

PART-TIME, HR ADMIN. $14.00 - *IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist, Office Clerk
$16.00. HR for staff of 26 Generalist. Flex hours momings/ Sales, Customer Support
afternoons. 20 hours a week. Technician, Testing Optr.
Contact Susan (408) 653-1515 Warehouse Clerk
Phone or (408) 6531855 - Fax.
Cal 408/942-8888
or fax to 408/942-8260
LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
WAIT STAFF for San Jose based 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Catering Company for busy Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Christmas Season. Call George at turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
CATERED TOO, 295-1563 or Fax
resume 295-1665.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school-agt recreation
PUBUC RELATIONS- Brand new program, P/T from 2-6pm, M - F
San Jose office, needs outgoing during the school year. Some P/T
team-oriented people. You experience morning positions available from
& our training program provide an approx. 7am11am. F/T during
alternative to the usual dead-end summer cemp. Xlnt salary, no
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
jobs. Call for appt 650/6314497.
Recreation. Call Jam( at 354-8700
STUDENT MEIN toes PRESCIENT x223. (Not available school year?
Recruiting a student to work 10 Call for summer employment:
hours per week for the Office of lifeguards & camp leaders).
Student Interns to the President.
Work as a (axon for SJSU President TUTORS NEEDED: All levels and
Robert Caret, attending student subjects 8-12, Mon-Fri 3pm-8pm.
organization meetings, setting up 510-$15/hour. Call 255-5247.
meetings with the President, and
forwarding student concerns to *FOOD SERVICE .ESPRESSO BAR
the President. Excellent verbal *HOSTING FT & PT positions avail
and written communications skills in a busy family style restaurant.
needed, computer literacy desirable. All shifts available, flex hours.
Flexible hours. $7.50 per hour. $8-$8.50/hr to start. 733-9446,
Deadline for applications Dec. 12 ask for Julia or Wendy.
by 4:00p[m in the President’s
Office. Tower Hall 206.
SPORTS MINDED - San Jose Health
& Fitness Company, needs team
players to help %eh expansion. If you
SECURITY OFFICERS
like working with people in a team
$7.00 to $11.00/hour
All Shifts Available!
atmosphere, look no further. Call
Borg-Warner Protective Services, for appt: 650/631-4497
the World’s leading provider
BICYCLE MESSENGER
of contract security services
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
(NYSE/Fortune 1000). currently has
FIT & P/T Security/Flex Officer
$50 Hinng Bonus!
(including DOD accounts), RecepGreat for Students!
tionist and Administrative Assis- Serving Downtown SanJose,
Inner City Express.
tant openings throughout the
greater Bay Area. In addition to 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
paid uniforms & training, we’ll
also provide you with medical, DRIVERS FOR FOOD DELIVERY
dental & vision options, attractive
Needed ASAP
vacation, bonus & incentive plans,
Top Pay + Great Tips!
401(k), and excellent promotional
FT/PT flexible schedule
opportunities. You may apply by
Own car. 408/291-0514.
phone 24 hrs/day by calling SJ:
(800) 385.9419. SF: (800) 360- BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
HIRE or Oakland: (800) 731 -HIRE. 6-9 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
For more information, stop by or based behavioral intervention
call one of our hiring centers in: program. Backgournd in Speech.
Psychology. Special Ed or OT
SAN JOSE
591W. Hamilton, #140
desired. Experience preferred.
(408) 341-3750
$10 $15 per hour. Call Kevin
SAN MATEO
(415) 827,9310 or Shari (408)
4W. 4th Ave, #203
294-2712.
(650) 3447116
*OAKLAND
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
675 Hegenberger Rd. #100
Work as receptionist.
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
(510) 563 4000
SAN FRANCISCO
South Bay locations.
562 Mission St. #303
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Certlfled Personnel. 749-1570.
14151 2782090
Drug Free Workplace
EOE/M/F/D/V
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
PP08760 / PP0.10408
aides for their school age day
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR care programs in the San Jose
seeks full/part time sales area. AM and PM hours available.
person, data entry, customer Get great experience working
service & electronic technicians. with children! Units in Psych. Soc.
Call 408.4537243 or
ECE. Rec or ED required. Call
Fax resume 408 441-9988.
408.379-3200 ext 21.
VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15.00 per hour. 867 7275.

DAYCARE TEACHERS. 88 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
SALES
Tired of the same old thing? Cathy at 244-1968 x16,
Looking for an exciting and new
challenge? The San Jose SaberCats DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
have the job for you!! The SaberCats Thinking about a career working
are looking for individuals to 1001 with elementary age children? The
our outside sales team. If you are YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
interested in a chance to join a now hiring for school -age child
team that is on the nse. allows you care centers in San Jose. Cupertino,
the freedom to develop a protected Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
territory, and gives you a chance Full& part time positions available,
TEACHERS high quality. licensed to learn sports marketing with a hours flexible around school. Fun
(impel ,11,11,1( are renters for 212 growing team, in a growing sport, staff teams, great experience
then give us a call now! Our out in working with elementary age
year 01(1S.
flex PT/FT positions
side sales reps are motivated, children, career advancement and
Days. Eve. Weekends
energetic and willing to work hard good training opportunities.
Min 6 ECE required
to succeed. Interested? FAX your Teachers require minimum 6 units
Team emirorill,rit
resume to 408-573 5588 then in ECE. Recreation. Psychology,
call 408573.5577 to schedule an Sociology and/o Physical Education.
, p Otto, 2607929.
interview with the Director of Sales. Please call Many Hoshiko at 408.
291 8894 for more information
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725 and locations.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools
Education Award through Amen,
Drigren iv Cerlent,di NOT Required. at the San Jose Conservation
POSTAL JOBS**
Opportunity for ToachrgExpenemn Corps. Seeking self-motivated
$17 21/HR
individuals to work with ’at risk"
Need Car
Guaranteed hire For app and
VOKIIMat (408)287 4170m4. 408 youth for year-long positions. High exam INFO, Call 111006266618
EOE/AAE
school diploma required & ability
exit 9390. 8am 9pm. 7 days.
to get Class B license. $6.25 hourly
NOW ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS plus benefits. Full Part Time. Call $1500 WEEKLY potential mailing
(or the following positions:
ice 408/2837164. EOE.
our arculas. No Ecenence Req. Free
Receptioriist
information packet. Off 4107838272.
Sales
Customer Service Assistants
Call Now 408 244 9100
MOVIE THEATRE
Now hinng for all positions.
Flexible hours. Opportunity for
Advancement Apply at:
AMC Saratoga 14, 700 El Paseo
de Saratoga. San Jose 95130
871.2277
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
Close to campus.
Mornings. Afternoons or Full-time
$7/hr. and up. 2 5 year olds.
High quality center
571N 3rd St.
Lauren 286 1533.
PART-TIME JR. ADMIN $13.00
Afteniooris General Clencal, Basi(
knowledge Word Excel Powerpoint
Contact Susan (408)6531515
Phone or (408)6531855 Fax.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will train
Atx:orn Pnvate Secunty
408.2474827
NEED MONEY????
High Tech Research Company
looking for telephone surveryors.
Business to business, No selling
involved. No expenence required.
Paid training 3 shifts available to
start immediately
M F 6:00 AM 12 00 NOON
MF 7 0() AM 100 PM
M F 3 (X) PM 900 PM
Bilingual positions also mailable
Please contact Susan
(408)6531515 a 19

P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
Flexible hours after school
Internships and coops
possible for all majors
100 corporate scholarships
awarded annually
UP TO $12.50T0 START
No experience necessary
- training provided
*Apply at our HQ in San Jose
CALL 979-9700 FOR INFORMATICN
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lig)ffrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
CAI or acrly in person. Mon-Sun 7-7.
408-286-5880. 555 D fvbfoziafl Ave.
Between San Cats and Pak r uur
behind the Card and Party Store. Si.

PHONE:
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T salad sandwich servers
11:00am 3:00pm Mon.-Fn.
Energetic & Friendly Apply at
86 South First/San Fernando.
LONG TERM PART-TIME ADMIN.
$16.00418.00. Phones, calendaring, travel, expenses MS
Office, 5 years exp. Mac. Contact
Susan (408) 6531515- Phone or
(408)653-1855 - Fax.

WORDPROCESSING
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications for mad/law school. etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972-4992.

EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Contact California Cryobank Theses, term papers, group
1-650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30, pro(ects, resumes. All formats,
including APA. SW 5.1/HP Laser
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is Printer. Experienced, dependable
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned quick return.Almaden/Branham
bakery/cafe seeks friendly, area.Call Linda at (408) 264-4504.
outgoing individuals to join our Please leave message. All calls
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks, returned promptly.
Supervisors. and Assistant Managers 55-512 hourly, no experi- WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
ence necessary. 18 locations Professional typing for your term
including Downtown San Jose,
papers, reports, letters, etc.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
8 years experience.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call:
Fast - Accurate - Reliable
438-7749000 orFaic 408523-9810 WP, MS Word, other applications.
Hansen’s Business Services
PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed 408-264-3507 or 408-269-5156.
for loan office. Advance quickly.
email: kelah@earthlink.net
Flexible schedule/afternoons. Call
Mike at 261-1323.

924-3277

FOR SALE
Why give an ordinary
present when you can gve
someone goosebumps?
NAME A STAR
for that Special Someone.
Naming a star is the perfect gift.
It combines uniqueness &
imagination with a dash of the
unexpected. Better yet, its a gft
of thoughtfulness & love.
Star Kit includes Star Map
Name Certificate. $36.
1-800-932-4218. NAME A STAR.
Out of the ordinary, like you.

FAX: 924-3282

SHARED HOUSING

GREEK

SINGLE MOM W/ROOM 4 RENT HAPPY SECOND ANNIVERSARY
w/bath. util. & cable included. to the Alpha Class of Alpha Kappa
$475. dep. Female preferred. Delta Phi, You Guys R The Bomb.
No smoke/drugs 2299190. Cann.

CAMPUS CLUBS

FOR RENT

SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th 16th SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club Includes night,
bus. 4 day lift ticket. 5 nigfft stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village. & unlimited fun. For your
E Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282@emailsisu.edu

2 BDRIK APARTMENT- $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
PHONE CARDS 14.9 It/minute in (408) 295-6893.
U.S. International calls: same
card/variable rates. Call: 408/ SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
INSTRUCTION
Fun & friendly environment
924-8134 or 408/997-7830.
5 Minute walk to campus
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
Newly furnished rooms
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
COMPUTERS ETC Wellequipped student kitchen
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Computer & study rooms
Laundry room
MAC LCII FOR SALE
Professors of Piano
Parking
with Sony Tnnitron Monitor,
National Teachers Guild Assn.
For American & International
Global Village Modem, Software.
National Suzuki Assn.
Have original manuals.
Students.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
In good condition. $350.
Call 924.6570 or stop by for a
Starting $20/1v.
tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between
Please call 774-9525.
Call 408-241-6662
San Carlos & San Salvador).
ask for Kayla.
in Santa Clara for your
FIRST FREE LESSON -INTERVIEW.

AUTOS FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1988 TOYOTA TERCEL EZ, under
77k mi. All mant. records. $2000,
obo. 408/773-1382. Monica.

"HEAUNG FAMILY TROUBLES"
1430 AM radio 10pm Saturday

HEALTH & BEAUTY

www .csmonitor.corn
Pulitzer Prize Winning
Chnstian Science Monitor
Including News Archives Online,

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7486.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per.
year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For into call 1-800655.3225.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408 298 6124

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student" -Family Multi car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
TUTORING
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
ENGUSH TUTOR & EDITING
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Back Chest - Lip Bikini - Chin
Tummy etc Students & faculty
Credentialed Teacher & M A
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Call Jessica 14081 978-8034
1/2 priced made before 12/31/97.
SERVICES
WORK AT HOME
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E IN-NOME COMPUTER TUTORING
WE NEED HELP
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell. Upgrade. Consulting. Install. DOS. LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
#1 Health & Nutntion Company editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Windows. Win 95, Win NT, Office. "Low Down Monthly Payments
(408) 379-3500.
[coking for help with local, National, Essays, letters, application
No Dnver Refused
Word. Internet. Netscape. Inn Exp.
& International EXPANSION.
statements, proposals, reports. ABORTIONS BY GYNECOLOGIST Game on our Computers or Surf Cancelleo or Rejected
etc. For more info. please call and supportive, concerned staff. the Web @ "A PLACE TO PLAY" at Dui Susperided License
Founded in 1980
*Shams Publicly Traded on NASOAC Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. Private practice, not a clinic. 832 Malone in Willow Glen Avail Acciderits fickets
*50 States & 36 foreign countries VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall Modern office with Ultra Sound. 9am 11pro. 7 days a week Call .Immediate SR Flings
*Sales of $1.2 Billion by 2000
Asleep or awake, no extra fee. Roy: 2923167. Store 2676227 *Good Driver Discount
No minimum sales quotas
THE GNOSTIC ORDER OF CHRIST Most affordable fee in Calif.
Non ’Owner Operator
No territorial restrictions
Bible Study. Lecture & Services
(408) 254-9000 or(8301 9322678. TUTORIAL CENTER
Ilam 8pm. Monday - Saturday
‘Part-Time $500-$1500
F ree Phone Quotes
Book Cafe & Rale Center
Math: Algebra Geometry
Full-Time $1500 to $5000
3483-95 So. Bascom
Call Us Now
DON’T WEIGHT! Lose 10 to 100 lbs. Statistics Trig Calculus
*Work from Home Apt or Dorm
Sundays 6:00pm
No drugs. 100% safe. Or. approved. Physics: Mechanics Electric
(408) 241-5400
*FULL TRAINING
(408)978-8034
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
10% DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS, Computer: Wndows ).1sualE3asim.
*No expenence necessary
Great study energy. 408.2452310 English: ESL TOEFL
‘Qualify for paid vacations
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
Spanish. I-4ablar Leer Es-,nri,
CALL NOW (408) 345-7000
subjects. Why suffer and get poor
Call: Mike 4082987576
mveralli288aaoi on,
grades when help is available?
TRAVEL
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
Women ages 2129. healthy,
college teacher) can help you STUDENT SPECIAL....LAST CALL!
responsible, all nationalities.
with research & writing. Fast,
CHRtS1114AS bi PARIS ter 8498 rff
friendly, caring. confidential.
Give the gift of life!
Dec 20- Jan 02
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. Convenient Peninsula location.
800/4217442
Bonus fa Chinese & Japanese doers. Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
EMAIL deltatours@aoncom
PLEASE CALL WWFC
Samples & references available.
71
800-314-9996
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENTS NEEDED
free tips. tools and ideas on
0 SSWO Earn while you Learn Program.
how to improve your writing, GET PAID BIG SS$ through your
Have all your expenses paid,
visit our user-friendly Website mailbox, Easy to do. Even for
ACROSS
while you go to school.
at http://www.aci-plus.com Teens! Do it now! Free info send
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
I Happy
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Regular e-mail; aciffnetcom.com SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audrey
5 Strongman of
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, FC CA Ave. Campbell. CA 95008.
myth
Call recording 1408) 271.6993,
94404 (ask for free color brochure). http://www2.netcom com2-pskimr
MOMM OOM MOMMMM
10 Brontes
hbb html.
MOM OMO OMUOMM
governess
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
14 Rant and
MUMM MMM UMMOOM
Earn to $25.00/hr salary . tips.
AUTO SERVICES
15 Idaho capital
0000MOMOMMUM
Students needed in the immediate
for
signs
16
Gas
MMMIAM Mena @OMB
area. Full time/parttime openings. HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
17 Like - of bricks
Call today 1-415-968-9933. job or body work done on your car?
OMM MMM MMIMM
18 Not appropriate
International Bartenders School, 44CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER,
MUM MUM MMMUMMW
19 ’’- Do Is Dream
we can help you. Call us at 14081
UMM EIMM MOM OM@
of You
Certain advertisements In
FRUITS & PASSION is a specialty 379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
20 Mystify
MMMWMMO MOM MOM
these columns may refer the
boutique which offers a line of high Discount.
with
Collided
22
reader to specific telephone
ODOM OMM MOW.
warty irfestyre products for both care,
Zuider
24
numbers
or
addr
for
home ambiance and the gourmet.
WADES DYNAMIC
Malan MMIM 111211700
25 Flower holder
additional information.
We are seeking qualified indmduals
AUTO BODY REPAIR
MOMUMOUOMMOIM
26 Chum
Classified readers should be
to fill our sales manager arid sales Specializing in minor & mid Size
OWMMMM MMM MMOM
29 Spotted felines
reminded that, when making
w.socate positions for our new store
damage 24 hour service
OMMMOM
MMM =MOM
salary
as
Gets
33
these
further
contacts,
they
in Valley Far. Permanent & seasonal
Free pick up Free delivery
34 Stare
should require complete
UllEMMU MUU Mail
FT & PT available. Please contact Free detailing *Free estimates
s
title
Monk
sending
36
information
before
Mai Armstrong P29617176 apdy.
All makes & models
money for goods or services.
37 - premiums
Insurance Work
n ’ Stictied
3li Many times
In addition, readers should
scarce
VALET PARKING P/T nights &
Tel 408/2878337
if ,qether
11 Cease-fire
carefully
investigate
all
firms
38 Bushy -tailed
weekends for special events in
Pgr 408/9201102
32 Sword
animals
offering employment listings
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
’Where quality is a must"
34 Dutch
orcoupons for discount
39 Buffer
DOWN
Polite, well groomed & professional
2 3 day service with damages
cheese
container
vacations Of merchandise.
I Chart)
attitude only. 19 years+. 56-58
that do not exceed $500 or
35
Woodchopper s
40
Perch
2
Tardy
per hour
tips. Call Mike at
repair is at no cost ’FREE".
to )1
41 ’The Clan of Me
3 Declare
1800-825.3871.
38 Ar ificially
Cave Bear"
openly
like, voice
author
4 Inhabitant
4? Ii’ dercover
42 Siblings child
5 Tolerated
clip
44 Slight fooling
6 Firm up one’s
43 Slip parts
47 Bearing
muscles
45 Ni rsiied
48 - Major
7 Prevaricator
46 1;ro
constellation
6 Viper
FOR NATIONAL / AGILACY RATES c.41.1. 408-924-3277
47 NI shy,
49 Sounds of
9 Delays
50 Sr 1,erne
hesitation
10 Glossy paint
St Li rig easy
50 Dive
11 Squeal
including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
Nerde
53 Boa
12 Part in a play
58 Misplaced
13 Oklahoma town 52 F ironer map
ni s
59 Claw
21 Telescope s
5f Di nnotinted
61 Aristocrat
eye
rtil M11,10
62 Cathedral part
23 Avail i iiiiiseir ot
’,’) N ’thin doin
63 Hackneyed
25 U in 1
’,i, Ai marred
26 Si niptii,iis
64 Fencing weapon
,’C,Iiitalr#
meal
65 Oddball
Y. Men
2 Pr 4110f 10r1
66 P ayful
rio l,kiii
water dweller
28 V. red
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DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces,
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lines
lines
lines
lines

One
Day
$5
$6
$7
$8

Two
Days
$7
$8
$9

$10
$1 for each additional line.

Three
Days
$9
$10

$11
$12

Please check /
one classification:

None

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the frfth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) satin bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 knee : $90
15-19 lines: $110

Five AOrfess
Days

$13
$14
$15
$16

CMILSmie.

4.1(14,

mow

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, GA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent #1 Hall. Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
IN Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events*
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sake
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanton?
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate

Services’
HealthiBeauly
Sports/Thnes
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Spartans stampeded
in 68-49 loss to SCU

In the box

"We didn’t demonstrate the
"It doesn’t take a genius to see
that we are not making the patience an experienced team
plays. I thought we took some needs," Morrison said. "It
The story of this year’s San terrible shots."
appeared like every single guy
Jose State University men’s
Earlier in the year, Morrison was going to try to score 10
basketball team can be summed said that, "shot selection is points each time down the
U p by 12 minutes of Tuesday something that is foreign to us." court."
night’s 65-49 loss to Santa This seemed glaringly apparent
Williams saw the same thing.
Clara University.
"When we got it down to (six)
throughout the game.
The Spartans, now 0-5,
Not only did the Spartans go we wanted to get it back so
missed 20 count them 20
scoreless for 12 minutes of the quick, we just rushed our shots,
consecutive shots from the field second half, they also spent the myself included," Williams said.
in the second half, scoring one first six minutes of the game "We should take care of the ball
field goal in the last 10 minutes with a big doughnut on the and be patient in our offense
of the game.
scoreboard.
and get a quality shot."
Rick Hite misses a layup on a
When Santa Clara finally
Santa Clara jumped out to a
2 -on -1 fast break. Michael 10-0 lead and by the time SJSU started hitting on offense again,
Quinney’s three-point attempt had scored 10 points of its own, the rest of the game became
hits nothing but air. Hite misses the Broncos were up 27-10.
mere formality.
another jumper. Quinney air
"I thought they chopped us
Santa Clara then took a 33trey.Quinney
another
mails
up with their offense," Morrison
22 lead into the locker room.
launches an off-balanced shot.
Only four SJSU players even said. "The only thing that
Quinney bricks another three scored in the first half caused the score to be close was
ball. Marmet Williams blows a (Williams-6, Brad Kennett-5, they didn’t shoot particularly
bist-break layup. Quinney, the LaRon Campbell -Hall -5 and well either."
smallest man on the court, dri- Shaun Murray-6).
The Spartans youth and
ves into the paint and throws
Quinney finished the first inexperience are concerns that
up a prayer among the Bronco half with a team -high four Morrison hopes to address durbig men. Will Trawick misses an rebounds while Hite, another ing the month of December,
open jumper. Williams misses guard, grabbed three.
before the conference schedule
a... well you get the picture.
The Spartans looked poised starts.
Despite the Spartans inept- to make a run at the beginning
"Knowing what to do, knowness on offense, the Broncos of the second half, chipping the ing how to play and then knowwere nearly as inept.
ing how to do it with a high
lead down to six.
Santa Clara missed 12
But strong defense by the level of intensity and over a constraight field goals in a span of Broncos and impatience and sistent period of time are all the
six minutes in the second half.
inexperience on the part of factors that are missing (from
"I’m terribly disappointed," Spartans didn’t allow it to get the team)," he said. "Right now
SJSU coach Stan Morrison said. any closer.
we don’t have a game."
By Aaron Williams
Senior Staff Writer

WAC Standings
lionten’s Basketball
Pacific Div

Conference

Overall

Team

W

I.

W

L

Hawaii
TCU
SMU
Rice
Tulsa
Fresno St

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
3
4
3
2

1
1
1
2
2
2

Spartans
San Diego St.

0

0

2

3

0

0

1

2

Overall

Conference

Mountain Div.

Team

W

I.

W

L

Colorado St,
Utah
New Mexico
Air Force
Wyoming
UTEP
BYU
UNLV

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
3
4
3
1
2
1
0

0
0
1
2
1
2
2
4

WAC Results:
Tuesday

Broncos 90. Spartans 51

Upcoming games:

Robcrt Selma/ Sporton Durh

Today
San Diego St at Penn St

Spartans guard Michael Quinney (10) eludes Broncos defenders
Brian Jones (12) and Craig Johnson (23) on his way to the hoop.
SJSU only shot 25 percent from the floor as Santa Clara University
defeated the Spartans 65-49.

Dec. 10
Sacramento St. at Spartans
7:30 at the Event Center

WAC Standings
lien ’A Basketball
Pac4ic Div

Conference

Team

W
0
0
0
0
0
0

t.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
TCU
Hawaii
Fresno St.
Tulsa
San Diego St
Rice

Spartans
Mountain Div

Team

Overall

I.

W

5

0

4
2
3
4
2
2
0

0
0

W

I.

6
5

0
0

4
4
3
3
3
1

0
1
1
1
1
4

1

2
3
5
5

Conference

W

I.

Utah
New Mexico
Wyoming
Colorado St.
Air Force

UNLV

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

UTEP
BYU

0
0

0
0

WAC results:
Tuesday

San Francisco 84, Spartans 52
U’ah 64 Providence 58
Penn St 80, BYU 50
Ccricrado St 91. Colorado 68
San Diego St 80. Oregon 68
B..cknell 68, Air Force 61
SMU 80. Texas -Arlington
UNLV 82. USC 72

Upcoming games:
Utah at Wake Forest
UNLV at Michigan
Morgan St TCU
New Mexico at UCLA
Wichita St at Tulsa
Wyoming at Creighton
San Diego St at Utah St.
BYU at Boise St
Cal Poly SLO at Air Force
KC,

Dunn, Sabres accomplish donating spree .well
II II

IN
THE
DIAMONDS
ROUGH: With all the bad attitudes pervading professional
sports these days I Latrell
Sprewell, Charles Barkley,
Dallas Cowboys, etc. etc. ad
nauseam), it’s refreshing to take
note of some true gentlemen
who are a credit to themselves
and their sports.
I nominate the billowing for
the 1997 Man of the Year
Award:
WARRICK DUNN: The
rookie rushing sensation for the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers opened
his wallet and ponied up the
down payment on houses for
four families with single mothers. Dunn himself comes from a
single -mother household; his
mother, a Baton Rouge, La.
police officer, wio, killed in the
line of duty.
THE BUFFALO SABRES:
This NHL team’s members
raised $3,500 to help a local
purchase
food
bank
Thanksgiving turkeys when the
food bank ran out of money
before running out of people to
feed.
MATT WILLIAMS: The for-

Santa Clara
pounds SJSU
Stafl Report

lt SMU

’Fan Mad
The Spartan Daily Sports
Department wants your letters.
Your comments about
SJSL.: teams, coaches or articles in the Daily are welcome. Follow the Spartan
Daily’s opinion policies on
Page 2 and address your letter to Sports Editor Mike
Traphagen.

The SJS1: women’s basketball team’s two-game winning
streak came to a crashing halt
Tuesday with a 39-p(ant loss to
Santa Clara at the San Jose
Arena.
The Spartans’ 26 percent
shooting from the floor allowed
the Broncos to extend their
record to 5-1 with a 90-51 victory.
SJSU freshman Courtney
Wittstuck tallied a team -high
10 points in the loss, which
dropped the team’s record to 23.
Katie
Bronco
forward
Pursley led all scorers with 18.

The SJSU International House
has room for you!
’Tart lot Ink :oat tilt) ii

\iii, Ii, an sill Jr.

s

We offer
Fun & friendly environment
Multicultural activities
Computer & study rooms
A student kitchen
.h. Renovated rooms with new
Mk
furnishings
Resident parking
If you are interested call or stop by for a tour.
360 So. 1 I th Street (between San Carlos & San Salvador)
For information call (408) 924-6570

mer Giants third
baseman put his
children above all
hi.
else
when
asked
the
Cleveland Indians
to trade him to
the
Arizona
Diamondbacks so
he would be close
to his children
Said the recently
divorced Williams
in
the
San
Francisco
Chronicle: "It was
a perfect situation
for
me
in
Cleveland. I played on a great
team with tremendous teammates arid fans. Given all that, I
had to trade it all for a chance to
have a good relationship with
my children. They are the most
important thing, without a

doubt, in my life."

the fans." The Raiders stewed ever.
Phillips had
better
Sadly, men like about it for a week, then fired straighten up and fly right if he
Dunn, Williams back with this press release: "Al wants to stay in the NFL.
and the Sabres Michaels of ABC has no right to
PARTING SHOTS: Said
seem to be the talk about being honest with Charles Barkley of Sprewell
exception rather the fans. Michaels doesn’t have assaulting his coach: "It’s just
than the rule. Or an ounce of truthfulness or crazy. That just cannot happen.
is it that the had morality in his body." Yo, It’s not just bad for the
boys simply get Raiders: Nice try. Cut the kill-Warriors, it’s bad for the whole
more press?
the -messenger garbage and league." Charles, tossing a guy
FADER FUM-take care of business. There’s a through a bar window just canBLE:
During reason you’re an NFL laughing not happen, either...At last, I
Denver’s
31-3 stock, and Michaels telling the can make a Super Bowl predicpasting of the truth about your organization tion: Green Bay vs. Kansas
Chokeland ain’t it.
City...And, finally, it came to my
Raiders
last
SHAPE UP OR SHIP OUT attention yesterday that the
Monday
night, (AGAIN): Convicted girlfriend -L.A. Lakers and L.A. Kings will,
ABC announcer Al
beater Lawrence Phillips, cut in 1999, vacate the hallowed
Michaels said the Raiders were loose by the St. Louis Rams for Forum for a new arena named
"t he m ll I Underachieving team his poor work ethic, has signed the Staples Center (named for
in the NFL" and poked fun at on with the Miami Dolphins. the office-supplies superstore
oaklatufs
asinine Does he know what he’s getting which paid beaucoup $$$ for the
"Commitment to Excellence" into? Dolphins coach Jimmy naming rights). I understand
slogan. Michaels said it was Johnson has a reputation for the new building should hold
I /111)ml:int to be "honest with
tolerating no slacking whatso-together nicely.
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YOUR SJSU
TEXTBOOKS

AT

BOOK
feM STORE

S. 10th St. Across from Allen Hall

THE "OTHER STORE" THAT GIVES
YOU A 10% BUY BACK BONUS
BRING IN THIS AD FOR:

DEAD DAY BONUS

0 BOOK
v STORE

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

DEC. 11,1997

EXTRA 10% CASH
GIVEN ON DEAD
DAY FOR TEXTS
SOLD

BRING IN THIS AD FOR:

r

FINALS WEEK BONUS

tk

9:00AM-6:00 PM j L

0

BOOK

v STORE

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

1 ) CASH for SELLING
TEXTS

AND
2) 10% STORE CREDIT $
’(on minimum $10 buy back)

*REDEEMABLE THRU 1/31/90

DEC. 12TH -18TH 1997

